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Chapter 1 – Earn Passive Income From Staking 

 

Crypto staking is the process of verifying cryptocurrency 

transactions. The process involves committing assets to 

support a blockchain network and confirm transactions. 

Furthermore, it offers participants the opportunity to earn 

passive income from their holdings. If the token you hold 

allows staking, you can stake some cryptos and earn passive 

income. A staking pool, which can be compared to an 

interest-earning savings account, facilitates this process.  

In a similar manner to savings accounts, you can earn up to 

20 percent per year depending on the amount of cryptos you 

stake. Why do you earn these rewards, you may ask? Your 

holding is put to work by the blockchain. To ensure that all 

transactions are verified and secure, a consensus mechanism 

called proof-of-stake would be utilized. If you have staked 

your crypto, it is also included in the process.  

Several cryptocurrencies, such as Solana, Polkadot, Ether, 

and Cardano, currently permit staking. How can you earn 

through crypto staking? Choosing a crypto that is proof-of-

stake is the first step. Identify the minimum amount of crypto 

required for staking. Set up a crypto wallet. Learn how to 

create a crypto wallet. Offer your coins for a staking pool. 

Crypto staking risks? Are there any risks associated with 

crypto staking? Of course, there are. Two, considering the 

volatility of cryptocurrencies, the coin you stake may 

decrease in value. Furthermore, if you are a day trader, you 

might miss out on the opportunity to wager on lucrative 

games since you cannot use the coins for several weeks to 

months. 
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Staking technology: How does it work? Decentralized 

Finance (DeFi) staking involves locking or holding funds in a 

cryptocurrency wallet to take part in maintaining the 

operations of a proof-of-stake (PoS) based blockchain system. 

The proof-of-work method is a type of consensus mechanism 

for blockchains which selects validators based on the amount 

of cryptocurrency they own.  

In short, it is the use of cryptocurrency as collateral by PoS 

blockchains to achieve specific objectives, such as validating 

transactions and earning interest or newly minted tokens as 

rewards. As it facilitates network consensus while rewarding 

users for participating, it is similar to blockchain mining. 

When it comes to staking, the amount of coins that are 

"locked" inside a wallet determines the right to validate 

transactions. Just as miners on a PoW platform are 

incentivized to determine the next block, stakers are 

incentivized to add a transaction to the blockchain.  

Hence, the main distinction between mining and staking is 

the consensus mechanism underlying the blockchain. A 

majority of bitcoin (BTC) is mined using PoW. With PoS 

blockchain platforms such as Ethereum, staking is used for 

most cryptocurrencies. Platforms based on Proof of Stake 

represent an important milestone in the evolution of 

blockchain technology.  

In addition, malicious bakers have their stakes confiscated. A 

user needs to hold 8,000 XTZ coins (approximately $27,500 

on August 15, 2021) and run a full Tezos node in order to 

become a staker/baker on Tezos. A number of "third-party" 

Tezos staking services have also emerged, enabling coin 

holders to delegate small XTZ amounts and share baking 

rewards.  
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XTZ staking produces an annual yield of between 5 and 6 

percent. Furthermore, tokens harvested through staking from 

these ventures can then be compounded using similar DeFi 

protocols, resulting in a cyclical chain of rewards that can 

quickly accumulate. By staking on behalf of its liquidity 

providers, the best performing investment fund in Australia, 

Apollo Capital, generated nearly 700% YTD in April 2021.  

It is possible to earn yields and avoid market volatility by 

staking stablecoins in the current interest rate environment. 

The yields for stablecoins vary from as low as 2% on Dai to 

as high as 13.93% on Tether (USDT) on OKEx. Since 

exchanges have an extensive user base, they have entered the 

staking business.  

By staking, traders can diversify their income streams and 

monetize their idle crypto assets on exchanges; Coinbase and 

Binance support staking. In addition, cold staking can also be 

used. As stakers are required to keep their staked coins in the 

same address, moving them would break the lock-up period 

and result in a loss of staking rewards. 
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Chapter 2 – What To Look Out For Staking Reward 

Programs and Some Platforms That Have Staking 

Options 

 

Recommending you to check out this link to staking 

Ethereum >> https://ethereum.org/en/staking/  

Staking as a service. Your 32 ETH. Your validator keys. 

Entrusted node operation, If you are not comfortable working 

with hardware but wish to stake your 32 ETH, staking-as-a-

service options allow you to delegate the hard work while 

earning native block rewards. These options typically walk 

you through creating a set of validator credentials, uploading 

your signing keys to them, and transferring your 32 ETH. As 

a result, the service will validate on your behalf. This method 

of staking requires a level of trust in the provider. You should 

keep the keys to withdraw your ETH in your possession to 

limit counter-party risk 

Kraken refers to this traditional method as on-chain staking. 

However, they also offer off-chain staking in certain 

countries. Furthermore, Kraken does not charge any 

additional fees for stakes or un-stakes. NerdWallet reviewed 

three crypto exchanges, of which Binance.US, Coinbase, and 

eToro offer staking for some cryptocurrencies. Another 

option is to offer rewards programs that allow users to earn 

additional crypto in a similar manner to staking. 

How To Review Staking Platforms And Websites 

Cryptocurrency marketplaces have, traditionally, provided a 

place for people to buy and sell digital assets, but many have 

introduced rewards programs to help people make the most of 

their holdings. These programs vary in terms of their 

specifics. People can receive rewards for staking their 

cryptocurrency or using it to verify transactions on the   

https://ethereum.org/en/staking/
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underlying blockchain network. Others offer lending 

programs whereby individuals can earn interest on their 

assets by holding them on a lending platform.  

The following exchanges have been reviewed by NerdWallet 

and offer customers the ability to earn rewards by using their 

cryptocurrencies. Details about each platform's rewards 

program are provided below. When selecting an exchange for 

staking or rewards, take into consideration the rate at which 

you can earn rewards, how often they are paid out, how easy 

it is to withdraw your holdings and the number of eligible 

cryptocurrencies. Any exchange service should include key 

features such as customer service options, website quality and 

ratings of mobile apps. 

Make sure you carefully review the terms and technical 

aspects of a program before choosing one to ensure that the 

rewards outweigh the possible risks. Remember that state 

regulations on crypto staking and lending may vary, so not all 

of these services will be available to you. While 

cryptocurrency marketplaces have traditionally provided a 

place for people to buy and sell digital assets, many have 

begun offering rewards programs intended to help people get 

more from their holdings. These programs vary in their 

specifics.  

Included in the factors to consider are the rates at which you 

can earn rewards, the frequency with which rewards are paid 

out, how easy it is to withdraw your holdings and the types of 

cryptocurrencies that are eligible for participation. A good 

exchange program should provide key features such as 

customer service, website quality, and mobile app ratings. 

Before selecting a program, make sure to review all terms 

and technical details thoroughly to ensure that the rewards 

outweigh the risks. Remember that state regulations on crypto  
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 lending and staking differ, so not all of these services may be 

available in your state. 
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